Microsoft Managed Desktop
Onboarding Offer
Over the last two years, Vigilant.IT has been refining our IP to deliver the Microsoft Modern Management
platform to a wide range of clients with varying security requirements. Our IP consists of a documented
approach, standard templates, and custom-built code to give our clients an efficient and cost-effective entry
into Microsoft’s Modern Workplace Management technologies.
Vigilant.IT’s automation framework reduces the time to go from concept to delivery of a Modern
Management platform. The immediate benefit being the ability to automate the build of new
devices more cost-effectively and efficiently – saving the organisation time and money, while freeing
up IT to do more strategic work.
Once the tenant has been provisioned, you will
be able to use Windows AutoPilot to build your
laptops into Azure Active Directory with these
additional features

Vigilant.IT will also work with your team to
review and validate the followingcomponents
to ensure your staff have a fantastic day one
experience

 Primary hard drive encrypted with BitLocker

 Windows Hello for Business

 Windows Update for Business configured to
meet industry standards

 Corporate WiFi authentication

 OneDrive Known Folder Move enabled
 Office 365 installed

 Conditional Access to corporate data
 Certificate issuing infrastructure
 Drive mapping to existing file servers

 Company Branding implemented
Vigilant.IT can also work with your team to help identify strategies to migrate
existing files and applications to the Microsoft Managed Desktop platform.

In addition to the above configurations, Vigilant.IT will leave you
prepared and trained to deploy Microsoft Managed Desktop to your
environment successfully, our FastTrack package leaves you with the
following artifacts
 Package customer-specific applications
 Create/update logon scripts to map existing file and print shares
 Enable Windows Hello for Business
 Provide training to your internal IT team on how to use the platform
At the end of the engagement, Vigilant.IT will provide an as-built document detailing
the Microsoft Intune configurations, along with any additional configurations made
during the engagement.
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